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Abstract: Reference intervals (RI) are an integral component of laboratory
diagnostic testing and clinical decision-making and represent estimated distributions of reference values (RV) from healthy populations of comparable
individuals. Because decisions to pursue diagnoses or initiate treatment are
often based on values falling outside RI, the collection and analysis of RV
should be approached with diligence. This report is a condensation of the
ASVCP 2011 consensus guidelines for determination of de novo RI in veterinary species, which mirror the 2008 Clinical Laboratory and Standards
Institute (CLSI) recommendations, but with language and examples specific to veterinary species. Newer topics include robust methods for calculating RI from small sample sizes and procedures for outlier detection
adapted to data quality. Because collecting sufficient reference samples is
challenging, this document also provides recommendations for determining multicenter RI and for transference and validation of RI from other
sources (eg, manufacturers). Advice for use and interpretation of subjectbased RI is included, as these RI are an alternative to population-based RI
when sample size or inter-individual variation is high. Finally, generation
of decision limits, which distinguish between populations according to a
predefined query (eg, diseased or non-diseased), is described. Adoption of
these guidelines by the entire veterinary community will improve communication and dissemination of expected clinical laboratory values in a
variety of animal species and will provide a template for publications on RI.
This and other reports from the Quality Assurance and Laboratory
Standards (QALS) committee are intended to promote quality laboratory
practices in laboratories serving both clinical and research veterinarians.

Position Statements and Special Reports developed by the
American Society for Veterinary Clinical Pathology (ASVCP)
provide current information on topics in veterinary clinical
pathology that are important to the veterinary community. The
procedure for submitting statements is detailed at www.asvcp.
org/membersonly/positionpapers.cfm. The ASVCP Executive
Board is responsible for the review and approval of all statements,
often following a period of input from the ASVCP membership
and experts in the field. The final draft is then submitted to Veterinary Clinical Pathology and is edited prior to publication.

Introduction
The concept of population-based reference values (RV)
was introduced in human medicine in 1969 and subsequently applied to veterinary species.1-6 Reference
values are typically reported as reference intervals (RI)
comprising 95% of a healthy reference population.
Since their introduction, population-based RI have
become one of the most common tools used in clinical
decision-making processes. Although use of popula-
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tion-based RI is universally accepted, the optimal
method for their derivation is frequently debated and
is a recurring topic in the clinical laboratory literature.
The standard for the production of human
population-based RI was commissioned by the International Federation of Clinical Chemistry (IFCC) in
1970 and resulted in a 6-part series that was adopted
by several professional organizations, including the
Clinical and Laboratory Standards Institute (CLSI).7-12
A revision released by the CLSI in 2008 includes recommendations for transference and validation of RI
from other sources and for the use of robust methods
for determining RI from small sample sizes.13
The American Society for Veterinary Clinical
Pathology (ASVCP) has recommended adherence to
CLSI guidelines for determination of population-based
RI. However, guidelines specifically addressing veterinary species would have numerous benefits to the
veterinary medical community. In response to this
need, the Quality Assurance and Laboratory Standards
(QALS) committee of the ASVCP formed a subcommittee to generate guidelines for de novo determination of
RI in veterinary species. In addition, the subcommittee
addressed the related topics of transference and validation, multicenter and subject-based RI, and establishment of decision limits. Because RI are specific to a
particular set of conditions, the guidelines also briefly
address the misuse of published RI. This report represents an abridged edition of the guidelines found in
their entirety on the ASVCP website.14
These guidelines, modeled after the revised CLSI
document13 summarized in a recent review,15 were
evaluated and adopted by the ASVCP membership in
November 2011. Intended users include professionals
working in veterinary diagnostic laboratories where
assays for clinical and research purposes are performed
on animal samples, manufacturers of veterinary diagnostic equipment and assays, and authors of articles on
RI in veterinary species. In addition, veterinary
clinicians who use RI should be familiar with these
procedures so they can evaluate RI studies to ensure
appropriate application to their patient population.
Familiarity with relevant definitions and terms used in
RI studies is also advised (Table 1).

Determination of de novo Reference
Intervals for New Analytes, New Methods,
or New Populations
Preliminary investigation
Investigation into sources of biological variability and
interferences affecting measurement of the analytes
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(or variables or measurands) in question is recommended in order to determine specifications for collection and handling of samples and for selection and
preparation of reference individuals. This information
is used to establish inclusion and exclusion criteria and
determine the need for separate RI based on animal
factors or preanalytical techniques. Analytical interference from bilirubin, lipemia, and hemolysis may be
considered in this investigation; however, reference
samples with these alterations typically are rejected as
evidence of illness, non-fasted condition, or poor sample handling.

Selection of reference individuals
The reference population and criteria used to establish
health must be defined. Demographics of the reference
population should represent the animal population for
which the RI will be used. Selection or inclusion
criteria that describe individuals to be included and
verify health should be established. Selection criteria
include biological, clinical, and geographical factors
(Table 2).16 For laboratory animal species, origin and
strain may also have significant effects on the accuracy
of RI. In a recent study, it was concluded that RI for
laboratory animals obtained from different suppliers
can be highly variable, necessitating reverification of
RI if animals are obtained from a new supplier.17 Procedures to verify health may be narrowly defined (history
and physical examination) or extensive (complete
minimum database, imaging, fecal examination for
parasites, and clinical follow-up) depending on the
source of reference individuals and specifications of the
RI study. Exclusion criteria should be defined to identify animals that should not be included (Table 2).18
Establishing health in wild-caught species is especially
challenging, and protocols should be rigorously established to minimize variation caused by including subjects of indeterminate health. Some inclusion and
exclusion criteria may also function as partitioning
criteria (eg, age, sex, or reproductive status), which
permit more refined RI within subgroups.16
For RI established from clinical populations, a
questionnaire should be created that establishes
whether a potential reference individual conforms to
selection criteria, belongs to a partitioned subgroup, or
should be excluded. The questionnaire is completed by
the owner or caretaker and by the individual(s) examining the subject and collecting the specimens. Owner
consent for participation in the RI study is often
included and is mandatory at many institutions.
Consideration of the number of individuals available to provide reference samples should be addressed
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Table 1. Glossary of terms relevant to reference interval (RI) studies.
Term

Definition

Analytical error

Analytical error is composed of random (coefficient of variation [CV]) and systematic (bias) error. Random error (also
called imprecision) refers to the variation between repeated measurements of the same sample. Systematic error (also
called inaccuracy) refers to the difference between the measurement of a quantity and its true value. The true value may be
defined by analysis using a gold-standard method. Coefficient of variation describes the error around the mean presented
as a proportion of the mean; CV = SD/mean.
The binomial test is a statistical test used to query data within 2 categories. It asks whether the proportion of data
that fall within each category occurred by chance or for a predetermined reason. A simplified version of the binomial
test can be used to validate a transferred RI.
Biological variability refers to the variation in a measureable quantity between individuals.
de novo means ‘from the beginning’, ‘afresh’, or ‘beginning again’. This term refers to RI established by a specific
laboratory from reference samples that were collected expressly for this purpose.
A decision limit (decision threshold) is a predetermined threshold that distinguishes between 2 populations, eg, those
with and without a specific disease. Decision limits are defined by consensus and based on investigations of animals
with and without a specific disease.
Exclusion criteria are defined to eliminate individuals that should not be included in the reference sample population.
Gaussian describes reference data that are normally distributed around the mean such that 95% of the reference values fall
within 2 SDs of the mean.
A histogram provides a graphical representation of the distribution of reference data. The quantity (concentration
or activity) of the measurand (analyte) is plotted in intervals on the x-axis and the frequency of measurements within
that interval on the y-axis. It is the preferred method for visually presenting reference data and can be used to initially
estimate the distribution of data as well as to tentatively identify outliers.
The normal deviate test is a statistical test used to determine whether the means of 2 populations are significantly different.
Outliers are values that do not belong to the underlying distribution of the data. Outliers may result from erroneous
inclusion of results from an individual that did not satisfy selection criteria (eg, inclusion of results from a diseased
individual). Outliers also may result from other types of preanalytical, analytical, and postanalytical error. Outliers affect
reference limits and should be identified and eliminated prior to calculating RI.
Partitioning criteria are used to further subdivide a reference population into a more refined demographic. Partitioning
creates narrower RI and may be used when there are important biological differences that have an impact on measureable
quantities in the partitioned subgroups.
Reference change value (also called critical difference) is the difference between consecutive measurements of an
analyte in an individual that is considered significant (P  .05) and is calculated based on known biological variation
within a species and analytical imprecision.
An interval contains all the possible values between and including an upper and lower limit. Reference limits are defined
such that the reference interval contains a specified proportion of values from a reference population. Reference interval
is preferred over the term reference range.
A reference population is an undefined number of individuals that represent the demographic for which the reference
intervals will be used. Reference individuals are chosen, preferably at random, from this larger population to
provide reference samples for establishment of a reference interval. The numerical results derived from these samples
are referred to as reference values.
Direct sampling methods involve selecting healthy individuals from a general population and collecting samples in order
to generate results. Indirect sampling methods involve selecting results from a medical database and utilizing statistical
methods to eliminate values from presumed unhealthy individuals. In ‘a priori’ sampling, individuals are selected
according to predefined criteria followed by collection of samples; this method is used when there is sufficient information
about the biological quantity. In ‘a posteriori’ sampling, samples are collected from individuals and selection criteria
applied only after the results are known; this method typically is used when there is little prior information about the
biological quantity.
Selection criteria define the desired characteristics of a reference individual. The specific criteria will depend on the
purpose of the reference interval and the specific population the RI will represent.
Subject-based (or individual) RI are derived from a single individual and may be useful when a sufficient number of
reference individuals cannot be collected to create valid population-based RI or when high biological variability limits the
usefulness of population-based RI to detect important changes in an individual patient.
Transference refers to adoption of previously established RI by a laboratory. Procedures for validation of RI must be
completed by the adopting laboratory prior to use of the transferred RI to ensure that the RI are appropriate to the
laboratory’s animal patient population and laboratory methods and quality.
Type I error (a) is rejection of the null hypothesis when it is true. Type II error (b) is acceptance of the null hypothesis
when it is false. Type I error indicates the elimination of a proposed outlier when it should be included, and Type II error
indicates the acceptance of a proposed outlier when it should be eliminated.

Binomial test

Biological variability
de novo RI
Decision limit

Exclusion criteria
Gaussian
Histogram

Normal deviate test
Outliers

Partitioning criteria

Reference change value

Reference interval

Reference population

Sampling methods
(direct, indirect, a priori,
a posteriori)

Selection criteria
Subject-based RI

Transference

Type I and Type II error

(continued)
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Table 1. (continued)
Term

Definition

z-statistic

The z-statistic is a standardized scoring tool that indicates how many SDs above or below the mean an observation is.
The normal deviate test and z-statistic are statistical tools used to determine the need for partitioning and
require the data to have a Gaussian distribution.

Table 2. Criteria for the selection and exclusion of reference individuals.
Classification
Selection criteria*
Biological

Clinical

Geographic
Exclusion criteria
Biological

Category

Example

Age
Sex
Breed
Strain
Supplier
History
Preventative care
Health
Diagnostic evaluation
Husbandry
Location
Environment

Neonate, juvenile, adult
Female, male, altered
Holstein, Angus
Cynomolgus monkey from Mauritius or Southeast Asia
Sprague-Dawley rats from 2 different suppliers
No signs of illness in the 2 weeks preceding or following sample collection
Vaccination, routine anthelmintics
Physical examination
Routine hematology, biochemistry, urinalysis, imaging studies
Farmed, free-living, diet
Coastal, temperate, mountain, specific state or region
Ambient temperature

Metabolic
Cell damage

Fasted or non-fasted, intense exercise, high stress
Traumatic venipuncture, physical or chemical restraint
Illness, medications, lactation*, pregnancy*
Hormones or growth promoters, enzyme inducers (corticosteroids or antileptics)

Physiologic
Medications
*May be used as partitioning criteria.

early in the RI study. A minimum of 120 reference
individuals is recommended in order to determine reference limits by nonparametric methods with 90%
confidence intervals (CI). Additional samples should
be collected to allow for possible rejection of outliers.
Reference intervals determined from smaller sample
sizes are commonplace and often unavoidable in veterinary medicine. However, thorough consideration of
the effect of small sample size on the accuracy and precision of population-based RI should be addressed
early in the study. The smaller the sample size is, the
higher is the degree of uncertainty in the estimation of
reference limits.
Direct sampling methods are preferred over
indirect sampling methods. Indirect sampling may
include results from unhealthy individuals and consequently may not truly reflect the distribution of
analyte measurements in a healthy population.
When using direct sampling methods, inclusion and
exclusion criteria may be applied a priori or a posteriori depending of the amount of information
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available for the analyte in question (see Table 1
for definitions).

Preanalytical procedures: patient preparation,
sample collection, and analytical quality
Preparation of reference individuals, sample collection,
sample handling, and sample processing should be performed in a standardized manner that is consistent
with the methods used for testing of animal patients.9
In addition, consideration should be given to potential
adverse effects of preanalytical factors in order to
reduce variation that is not due to inter- or intra-individual variability (Table 3). Sample type (eg, serum or
plasma) should be the same for all reference samples.
Details regarding preanalytical factors should be
included in the RI study document.
Estimates of analytical quality (coefficient of variation [CV] and bias or allowable total error [TEA])
should be recorded for all methods. These may be
determined during the RI study or during prior
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Table 3. Preanalytical factors for consideration and standardization
based on prior knowledge of the analyte and effects these factors have
on sample quality and results.
Preanalytical factor

Examples

Patient preparation
and handling

Fasted or non-fasted
Method of capture and restraint
Use of sedation or general anesthesia
Site (jugular, cephalic, or tail vein;
sublingual artery)
Preparation of site
Anticoagulant
Collection system (syringe and needle,
vacutainer)
Transportation
Temperature (room temperature, on ice)
Time to clot
Centrifugation
Anaerobic
Circadian rhythms and seasonal fluctuations,
especially for hormones
Storage conditions and duration; determine
if samples can be analyzed in batches or
must be analyzed immediately

Sample collection

Sample handling

Time of collection
Analyte stability

method validation (MV). Estimates should fall within
the acceptable quality requirement goals of the laboratory. Quality goals may be based on biological
variation, clinical interpretation of test results,
consensus documents, or a combination of these.19,20
Information on quality performance is necessary for
RI to be considered for transference.

Analytical procedures
Samples should be analyzed using methods that are
stringently monitored with appropriate quality control procedures.21 Conditions for analysis should be
well defined in a manner consistent with analysis of
animal patient samples in order to reduce variation
that is not due to inter- or intra-individual variability. However, variation that is part of everyday operations, such as changes in reagent lots and technical
staff, should be integrated into RI studies whenever
possible to approximate normal working conditions.
The laboratory should establish a submission policy
for RI study samples and criteria for rejection due to
poor sample quality. Results should be monitored in
real-time so that errors can be detected when remeasurement is possible; this will prevent excessive
rejection of RV by reducing the number of potential
outliers. Details of analytical methods, including the
make and model of the analyzer as well as the source
of reagents and quality control materials, should be
recorded.

Statistical analysis of reference values
Graphical presentation reference data
Statistical analysis of RV begins with the preparation
and examination of histograms that illustrate distribution of the data as well as highlight potential outliers.
Histograms are preferred over box-plots or dot-plots
for displaying reference data.
Identification and elimination of outliers
Identification and elimination or correction of outliers
are important steps in the evaluation of reference data.
Outliers are RV that do not belong to the underlying
distribution and include extreme values resulting from
inadvertent inclusion of samples from unhealthy or
non-representative individuals or those affected by
preanalytical (eg, poor sample quality), analytical, or
postanalytical (eg, transcription) errors. Reference values affected by these types of errors should be eliminated whether they lie in the extremities of the
distribution or not. The presence of extreme outliers
has a detrimental effect on determination of reference
limits, especially when calculated parametrically.22
When reference individuals are selected randomly
from well-defined populations and health is confidently established, retention of all RV is favored. However, when reference individuals are selected by
convenience, health is not readily confirmed (eg, wildcaught species), or field methods introduce higher levels of inaccuracy and imprecision, RV located at the
extremities should be examined more rigorously for
possible exclusion.
Identification of outliers begins by examining the
histogram; however, values lying at the extremities of
the distribution should not be eliminated indiscriminately. Appropriate statistical methods should be used
to verify these values as outliers. The 2 most commonly
used outlier detection methods in RI studies are
Dixon’s range statistic23 and Horn’s algorithm using
Tukey’s interquartile fences24; however, other
methods are available.25,26 Selection of an appropriate
outlier detection method depends on several factors.
Some methods require that reference data have Gaussian distributions, which may require prior transformation (Tukey’s interquartile fences). When this
prerequisite is not followed, values located in the tails
of skewed data may be erroneously eliminated. The
presence of multiple outliers located at one or both
extremities may have a masking effect and render
certain methods unsuitable for outlier detection. As
noted above, when reference data are likely to be
contaminated with potential outliers (eg, data from
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wild-caught species), methods more likely to exclude
values should be selected (eg, selection of a Dixon’s
range statistic from a table of critical values with confidence levels of a = .1 instead of a = .05).27 If outlier
detection methods cannot be applied appropriately,
nonparametric methods, which are less influenced by
the presence of outliers, are preferred for determining
RI. Clinical experience also should be used when
determining when to retain or eliminate certain values. Because these statistical methods may not identify
all outliers,28 the best ways to avoid inclusion of inappropriate values (outliers) within the reference data
are to ensure that all reference individuals are healthy
and belong to the desired demographic and to avoid
unintended preanalytical and analytical variation by
adhering to study protocols.
Dixon’s outlier range statistic typically examines
the single most extreme value and favors retention (a
conservative approach).23 The simplest criterion of
rejection (called the r criterion or r statistic) is
D/R > 0.3, where D is the absolute difference between
the most extreme value and the next nearest value,
and R is the range of all values including the extreme
value.29 If more than one outlying value is observed at
one extremity, the least most extreme value can be
treated as the most extreme for calculation of the ratio
(called a block procedure). If this value is identified as
an outlier, then all the more extreme values can be
eliminated.30 To more readily identify and eliminate
values as outliers, the r criterion can be compared to
tables of critical values based on the number of anticipated outliers (one- or 2-tailed), the number of RV,
and the desired level of confidence (a liberal
approach).27 Horn’s algorithm using Tukey’s interquartile fences identifies multiple outliers located at
the upper and lower extremities and generally favors
elimination (a liberal approach).24 The criterion for
rejection is values exceeding interquartile (IQ) fences
set at Q1 – 1.5*IQR and Q3 + 1.5*IQR, where IQR is the
interquartile range, IQR = IQ3 – IQ1, and IQ1 and IQ3
are the 25th and 75th percentiles, respectively. Once
outliers have been eliminated, data should be queried
again for additional outliers, which may have been
unmasked. Finally, the number of outliers eliminated
and the reason for exclusion should be recorded in the
RI study document.

goodness-of-fit test (Anderson–Darling, Kolmogorov–
Smirnov, or Shapiro–Wilk). If the distribution is not
Gaussian but parametric methods will be used, data
should be transformed using an appropriate function
(eg, log or Box-Cox transformation) and retested.
Reference interval software programs typically include
various transformation functions. If normality cannot
be established, parametric methods cannot be used to
establish RI. Nonparametric and robust methods do
not require assumption of normality; however, robust
methods perform better when data are symmetrically
distributed.13,31
Determination of reference limits
By convention, RI encompass the central 95% of RV
and are bounded by upper and lower reference limits.
The statistical method selected for determination of
reference limits is based on the number and distribution of RV (Table 4). Nonparametric methods are recommended when at least 120 RV are available. The
2.5th and 97.5th fractiles serve as the lower and upper
reference limits, respectively; precise limits may be
interpolated between 2 consecutive values.24 Ninetypercent CI around these limits can be determined nonparametrically when at least 120 values are available.
When fewer than 120 samples are available, alterna-

Table 4. Recommended procedures for establishing RI based on
reference sample size and distribution.

Sample size

Data distribution
(raw or transformed)

 120

Not applicable

40  x < 120

Gaussian

Non-Gaussian

20  x < 40

Gaussian
Non-Gaussian

Statistical method
Nonparametric with 90% CI of
reference limits
Robust with 90% CI of reference
limits
Parametric with 90% CI of
reference limits
Robust with 90% CI of
reference limits (preferred)
Nonparametric*
Parametric with 90% CI of
reference limits†
Robust with 90% CI of
reference limits†
Do not calculate reference
intervals†
Do not report reference values

10  x < 20

Not applicable

Determination of distribution

< 10

Not applicable

Distribution of reference data may be Gaussian or nonGaussian. Because statistical methods for identifying
outliers and determining RI may be distributiondependent, the distribution of RV should be assessed
by examining the histogram and confirmed with a

*Cannot determine 90% CI nonparametrically with < 120 reference
samples; alternative methods, eg, bootstrap, required.
†Include the following: histogram, mean or median, and minimum and
maximum; alternatively, a table of all reference values can be provided
along with the histogram.
CI indicates confidence interval.
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tive methods (eg, bootstrapping) are required to determine 90% CI.13 Thirty-nine is the minimum number
of samples for which 95% nonparametric RI can be
determined; however, in this case, the most extreme
values serve as the lower and upper limits. If nonparametric methods must be used with small sample sizes,
enough samples should be collected to allow trimming
of potential outliers at both extremities. Alternatively,
robust or parametric methods should be used.
Robust methods are recommended when  40
and  120 reference samples are available. The robust
method utilizes an iterative process to estimate location
and spread of data.32,33 Although robust methods do
not require Gaussian distributions, they perform better
when data are distributed symmetrically. Bootstrap
methods should be used to determine 90% CI. The
robust method is included in several clinical laboratory
software programs, including CBstat,34 Reference
Value Advisor freeware,35,36 and MedCalc.37
Parametric methods may be used when  40 and
 120 reference samples are available if the data have
or can be transformed to Gaussian distributions. Parametric methods encompass slightly more than the central 95% of values and establish the upper and lower
reference limits at mean + 2SD and mean – 2SD,
respectively. Parametric methods should be used to
determine 90% CI of the reference limits.
There will be instances in veterinary medicine
when a limited number of reference samples can be
collected, such as for special and wild-caught species
and neonates. When  20 and < 40 reference samples
are available, RI should be calculated by methods that
are robust (distribution-independent) or parametric (if
normality can be established). To highlight the uncertainty inherent with small sample sizes, 90% CI should
be calculated. In addition, the following should be
reported to allow informed clinical decision-making:
histogram, mean or median, and minimum and maximum values. Alternatively, a table listing all the values
can be provided along with the histogram.
When  10 and < 20 reference samples are available, a table of ascending values along with a histogram and mean or median values should be reported,
but RI should not be determined given the uncertainty
of limits based on so few samples. Reference data from
fewer than 10 individuals should not be reported
because sample sizes this small are unlikely to be representative of the distribution of a variable within a population. Subject-based RI should be considered when
so few reference individuals are available (see section
on biological variation, individuality, and subjectbased RI). In general, when fewer than 40 reference
individuals are available, emphasis should be on col-
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lecting samples that are free from unintended variability by paying strict attention to selection of suitable
reference subjects and adherence to standardized collection techniques and well-controlled methods of
analysis. Evaluation for the presence of outliers is particularly important, because the presence of a single
outlier has a significant effect on the estimated reference limits. If outliers are identified, every effort
should be made to collect replacement samples.
Confidence intervals
Confidence intervals around the upper and lower reference limits should be calculated whenever sample
size permits. Confidence intervals provide an estimate
of the uncertainty of the limits and are generally narrower for large samples sizes. Boyd and Harris recommend that CI should not exceed 0.2 times the width of
the RI (WCI/WRI < 0.2, where WCI is the width of the
CI and WRI is the width of the RI).13 When CI exceed
this limit, an effort should be made to collect additional
reference samples.
Partitioning
Partitioning into subclasses should be based on physiologic differences that are expected to result in important
clinical differences in RI. Partitioning favors homogeneous subpopulations, decreasing variability between
individuals and narrowing the RI. However, partitioning should be considered only if there are at least 40
individuals within each subclass or if there are clear
clinical reasons. Statistical criteria should consider not
only subgroup means,38 but also subgroup SDs.39,40
Partitioning criteria also may examine the proportion
of each subgroup that falls outside the upper and lower
limits of a combined RI.41,42 The following nonstatistical criteria support partitioning of RI: when descriptors
used to assign an individual to a partitioned subgroup
are easily obtainable, when reference limits serve as
critical clinical decision limits, and when there are documented clinical differences between subgroups.
Details regarding the application of statistical criteria
for partitioning can be found in the online version of
these guidelines14 or in relevant references.38-42
Documentation
All previous steps and procedural details should be
documented so that RI are clearly defined (Tables 5
and 6). A complete and detailed RI study document
should be available to users upon request. The laboratory should retain RI summary documents for a predetermined amount of time or indefinitely. These details
also should be included in publications of RI for veterinary species to allow critical evaluation by potential
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Table 5. Procedural steps for de novo determination of reference
intervals for new analytes, new methods, or new populations.

Table 6. Information to include in the reference interval (RI) study
document or when publishing RI studies.

Step

Procedure

Item

Explanation

1

Perform literature search for information about analytes to be
measured (preliminary investigation).
Define reference population and establish selection,
inclusion, and exclusion criteria (Table 2).
Develop questionnaire to be completed by examining clinician,
owner/caretaker, or both in order to determine if reference
individuals fit the selection or partitioning criteria or should
be excluded.
Determine number of reference individuals available or the
number required to establish reference intervals with desired
level of certainty (as reflected by 90% confidence intervals
around the reference limits).
Select reference individuals, preferably by direct methods.
Collect and handle reference samples in standardized manner
(Table 3).
Analyze reference samples using well-controlled methods.
Prepare histogram.
Identify outliers; this may require prior transformation to
appropriately apply outlier detection methods and
may need to be repeated after initial outliers are eliminated.
Determine distribution of reference data (Gaussian or
non-Gaussian). If using parametric methods, transform data if
not Gaussian and retest distribution; transformation may
improve the performance of the robust method. Nonparametric
methods do not require any particular distribution.
Calculate upper and lower reference limits using an
appropriate statistical method based on distribution of data and
number of samples (Table 4). Calculate confidence intervals
for the upper and lower reference limits.
Determine the need for partitioning only if there are sufficient
numbers of reference samples or there is evidence for
clinical importance.
Document all previous steps for a comprehensive reference
interval summary report (Table 6).

Demographics of
reference population

Geographic location
Source of reference individuals/samples
Species and breed(s) or strain(s)
Supplier (for laboratory animals)
Number of individuals from which samples
were collected
Age and sex distribution
Husbandry (eg, housing, diet, vaccines,
parasite control)
Determinants of health status
Other details if pertinent
Animal patient preparation
Sample collection method (eg, anticoagulant)
Sample handling and processing
Time/season of collection if pertinent
Analyzer (make and model)
Methodology and reagents
Quality specifications (eg, TEa, bias, CV)
Quality control reagents and procedures
Histogram
Outlier identification method
Number of results eliminated and reasons for
elimination
Distribution of reference values (Gaussian
or not)
Definition of interval (eg, central 95%, 2.5th
and 97.5th percentile limits)
Number of reference samples (n) used to
determine RI
Method of interval determination (eg,
parametric, nonparametric, robust)
90% confidence intervals of the reference limits
Raw data from reference samples
Date RI implemented in the laboratory
Date RI retired from use
Dates of re-evaluation or revalidation of RI

2
3

4

5
6
7
8
9

10

11

12

13

users. Spreadsheets for reporting reference data are
available in an addendum to the RI Guidelines posted
on the ASVCP website.14 Reference intervals determined de novo within a laboratory should be reviewed
every 3 to 5 years and revalidated if needed (see
section on transference and validation).

Postanalytical procedures: laboratory
presentation of reference intervals
Reference intervals are typically printed on the animal
patient report, but this should only be done when they
are applicable to that patient. It is useful to indicate
which patient values are increased or decreased. Information that is valuable for clinical decision-making
(eg, demographics of the reference population, preanalytical factors, and CI) but cannot be contained within
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Preanalytical methods

Analytical methods

Method of data
analysis

Additional information

TEa indicates allowable total error; CV, coefficient of variation.

the patient report should be available to the clinician
upon request. Reference intervals that deviate from
customary percentiles and limits or are specific to a
certain subclass should clearly be identified on the
report.

Alternatives to Establishing de novo RI
Establishing de novo RI is challenging, timeconsuming, and expensive. Alternatives are described
in this section and include transference and validation
of RI adopted from other sources, common (or multicenter) RI, and subject-based RI.
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Transference and validation of RI
In order to forego the expense and difficulty of establishing intra-laboratory RI, many laboratories adopt RI
from other sources or from instrument manufacturers.13 Reference intervals considered for transference
should be derived from a similar animal patient demographic and collected under similar preanalytical conditions as the adopting laboratory. Transference is
easier when methods are identical, but comparison of
method procedures can be done if methods differ. If
methods are comparable, RI can be transferred
directly. If systematic differences (bias) exist, reference
limits can be adjusted using regression statistics or difference of means.13 Transference of RI between methods using regression statistics should be limited to a
single occurrence. Instrument accuracy and precision
and laboratory quality should be similar between the
contributing and adopting laboratories. If significant
differences exist in analytical quality, transference
may not be appropriate.
Prior to utilization in a clinical setting, transferred RI, including those adopted from manufacturers, should be validated. The most direct validation
method compares results from 20 healthy reference
individuals collected from the laboratory’s animal
patient population with the proposed RI.13 Results
should be screened for outliers, and replacement
samples collected if outliers are identified. Reference
intervals for each analyte are considered valid if 0–2
results fall outside the proposed RI. If more than 4
results fall outside the proposed reference limits, the
RI should be rejected and de novo RI determined.
When 3 or 4 results fall outside the proposed RI, an
additional 20 samples can be collected and interpreted as described previously. This method replicates the binomial test but will not determine
whether the proposed reference limits are too wide
for the laboratory’s animal patient population (for
example, if all 20 results fall within the proposed
reference limits).43
A more rigorous validation utilizes advanced statistical methods (Mann–Whitney U test, median test,
Siegal–Tukey test) to compare the proposed RI with
results from 40–60 healthy reference individuals
from the laboratory’s animal patient population.13
Alternatively, if 40–60 high-quality samples are
available, de novo RI simply can be established using
robust methods. Validation solely based on subjective
assessment of the quality and applicability of the proposed RI is seldom sufficient, especially given the
paucity of details concerning the origin of many RI
currently in use.
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Reference intervals should be revalidated every
3–5 years. In addition, revalidation is recommended
when excessive false-positive and false-negative
results are noted by clinicians and whenever there
are significant changes in animal patient populations,
preanalytical techniques, or analytical quality.41
A cautionary statement on the use of published reference
intervals
Using published RI to interpret clinical laboratory
results is common in veterinary medicine and is driven
by the frequent lack of appropriate in-house RI for
diverse animal patient populations. Interpreting
clinical data using inappropriate RI may lead to misclassification of results and misdiagnosis, improper
treatment, or both. Reference intervals published in
textbooks, journal articles, and web-based databases
may or may not contain sufficient information to
determine whether the RI is appropriate for the clinic’s
or laboratory’s animal patient population and preanalytical and analytical procedures. In addition, the quality and rigor with which the RI were established
typically cannot be assessed. Published RI should be
used with caution and only when sufficient information is available to determine their applicability. If published RI are adopted for extended use, appropriate
validation procedures as described above should be
performed.

Common (or multicenter) reference intervals
A second alternative to determining de novo RI within
each laboratory is for several laboratories serving a
similar animal patient population to contribute to the
generation of common RI.44,45 There are several
advantages to this approach, not the least of which is
the distribution of cost. Common RI are useful in
mobile patient populations that may change locations
and laboratories over a lifetime, as long as the population moves within the region represented by the common RI. In multi-laboratory RI studies, sample sizes
often are much larger, providing greater certainty for
the reference limits (narrower 90% CI) and allowing
partitioning into subgroups based on age, sex, or other
characteristics. Despite these advantages, establishing
common RI requires a rigorous approach with particular attention to calibration and laboratory quality.
A prerequisite for common RI is similarity of the
animal patient populations served by the participating
laboratories. After this has been confirmed, uniform
selection and exclusion criteria and sample collection
and handling techniques should be established.
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Although preferred, laboratories contributing results
to a common RI do not have to use the same analyzer
or methods. However, all analyzers must be calibrated
to produce comparable results.46 Calibrators should be
either traceable international standards or a single
pooled specimen; the assigned calibrator mean should
be determined from means contributed by all
participating laboratories with each laboratory determining its own mean from 10 to 20 replicates. Uniform
quality requirement goals for imprecision (CV%) and
inaccuracy (bias) should be established for all laboratories and may be based on biological variation, clinical
interpretation of results, or both.19,20 Bias in particular
must be controlled and minimized by each laboratory
to prevent misclassification of results. If a laboratory’s
bias exceeds established goals, procedures should be
initiated to return bias to within acceptable limits (eg,
recalibration). In order to maintain stable performance, assays should be rigorously monitored using
quality control procedures designed for high probability of error detection and low probability of false rejection. Use of the same quality control materials
facilitates standardization and comparison of results.

Biological variation, individuality, and
subject-based reference intervals
Population-based RI serve as a comparison for animal
patient test results when an alternative frame of reference is not available. However, due to relatively high
inter-individual variability, population-based RI sometimes lack necessary sensitivity to detect changes in the
health of an individual. In addition, it may be difficult
to collect sufficient numbers of reference samples to
generate representative population-based RI for some
species (eg, zoologic and conservation species). In
these instances, subject-based RI provide a viable
alternative.47
Subject-based RI are most useful when intraindividual biological variation, represented by the
mean CV for separate values from an individual (CVI),
is less than inter-individual variation, or the CV of a
group (CVG).48 The index of individuality (II) provides
an objective criterion to determine the relative utility
of subject-based versus population-based RI. Index of
individuality is calculated as II = (CVI2 + CVA2)½/CVG,
where CVA is analytical variation (random error or
imprecision). Because CVA < CVI for many automated
analyzers, the II is often simplified as CVI/CVG.48 When
II is < 0.6, subject-based RI are preferable to
population-based RI, whereas when it is > 1.4,
individual RI yield no more information than traditional RI.49
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When using subject-based RI, reference change
values (RCV) serve to determine whether a difference
between consecutive measurements in an individual is
significant. The RCV is based on CVI values in health
and the dispersion of these variations across a population and is calculated as RCV = z 9 [2(CVI2 + CVA2)]½,
where z represents the z-statistic, an estimate of probability.50 RCV is optimally used when CVA < 0.5 9 CVI.
Because CVA << CVI for many automated assays, RCV
can be simplified as z 9 2½CVI (or z 9 1.41CVI). The
z-statistic conventionally used for RCV is z = 1.96,
which provides a 50% probability of detecting an
increase with a 5% probability of Type I error.50 When
larger z-statistics, such as 3.34, are used, the probability
of a significant change being detected increases to 90%
while increasing the probability of Type II error.50
To use subject-based RI, it is necessary to know
CVI for each analyte, as well as the imprecision (CVA)
of the analytical method. Published CVI are available
for many analytes in dogs51,52 and in some exotic species.53 Biological variation can be measured with only
a small number of healthy reference individuals when
care is taken to minimize preanalytical variation.49 To
monitor patients with chronic diseases, CVI may need
to be established for individuals with stable chronic
disease instead of using those established in health.54

Establishing Decision Thresholds (Decision
Limits)
Unlike RI that are descriptive of a population, decision
limits discriminate between populations, typically
those with and without disease. Reference intervals
are determined statistically; decision limits are established experimentally and by consensus.13 The ability
to discriminate between patients with and without disease defines the accuracy of a diagnostic test and is a
major determinant of its clinical utility. The accuracy
of a test, in turn, depends on the decision limit selected
for characterizing a test result as positive (diseased) or
negative (non-diseased). Designing prospective studies
to establish decision limits requires thorough deliberation and meticulous planning.55
The first step in designing a prospective study to
establish decision limits is to define the clinical question or management decision to be made as well as the
target population. The role that the diagnostic test will
play in the decision-making process should be identified for a specific disease or condition. The target population should be characterized with regard to factors
that may have an impact on interpretation of test
results (eg, disease prevalence and duration and factors
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such as age and sex). Next, individuals anticipated to
have both positive and negative results for the test
under investigation should be prospectively selected
from the relevant target population. Study subjects
should represent the expected diversity within the target population for test-positive and test-negative classifications. Selection of study subjects should be done
independent of results for the test or analyte being
evaluated. Statisticians can be consulted to establish
sample sizes with sufficient power to yield statistically
relevant results. True disease status should be
established by comprehensive examination and testing
procedures that may include standardized staging,
grading, or scoring schemes or common outcome
assessments.56
The test under investigation should be performed
and interpreted by investigators who are blinded to the
true disease classification of the subjects. If sample stability permits, samples can be assayed in batches to
minimize between-run analytical variance. When
comparing performance among multiple diagnostic
tests, the test should be performed on all subjects at the
same time or at the same stage of disease, and all tests
should performed on the same sample. To avoid bias in
favor of test performance, subjects with unexpected
test results should not be excluded. Sensitivity and
specificity are then calculated at a variety of decision
thresholds and plotted on a receiver-operating characteristic (ROC) curve (x-axis, 1 – specificity; y-axis, sensitivity).57,58 Optimal decision limits are selected by
location on the ROC curve (most upper left point) or
by determining the decision limit with the highest proportion of correct interpretations (most true-positive
and true-negative results). The area under the curve
(AUC) is an estimate of test accuracy. Under most circumstances, the more accurate test has a larger AUC.
Confidence intervals can be determined around the
points on an ROC curve. To provide quality assurance,
true disease status should be monitored throughout
the study and confirmed with long-term clinical
follow-up or histopathologic examination of tissues
collected at biopsy or necropsy.

Conclusions
A uniform and consistent approach to establishing RI
will benefit the entire veterinary medical community.
Implementation of statistical methods for establishing
RI from small sample sizes, the acceptance of RI
utilizing transference and validation, and a growing
interest in common RI will expand the ability of veterinary diagnostic laboratories to provide RI for a variety
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of species and distinct subgroups. Compliance with
these guidelines by professionals who establish and
publish RI for animals should facilitate communication
within the broader veterinary medical community.
By providing detailed information in RI studies, judicious use of published RI may be possible. In the
absence of appropriate population-based RI, subjectbased RI may be a viable alternative for interpreting
clinical data in certain situations. Finally, the use of
decision limits will grow as the number of available tests
and our understanding of specific disease states
expands.
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